If you met the following cases, please contact us immediately for
solution:
Does not have sound when play videos.
To solve your problem effectively, please try the following method:
1. If you play Firestick/ Netfilx/ Apple TV,
①please try to turn off the Dolby audio and stereo audio to see if the sound comes out.
②please switch the audio in the Netflix settings to the Non 5.1 option.
③you can use a HDMI to RCA, then the sound will work properly.
2. If you connect your Blue -ray DVD player, please try to find a solution in the attachment.
3. If you connect your Laptop, please find your audio output setting of your Laptop to choose HDMI as the
audio output.
If above method can not solve your problem, please send a screenshot of your audio setting of your own
device so that we can take prompt actions to help you.

Cannot focus successfully.
Please kindly note that the angel of the projector should below 15 degree and then adjust the keystone. If it
does still not change the picture, please send a picture of your screenshot so that we can help you.

Remote does not work.
Please kindly try to change the battery to see if it works. If not, please send us your Order ID and your
shipping address, we will rearrange a new replacement for you immediately.

Very dim, even in dark room.
We now have a software to amend the picture. Please take a picture of LOT number under the projector so
that we can send a suitable software to you to update the projector.

HDMI cable does not work properly
To solve your problem effectively, please kindly help to check:
1. Please try to use another HDMI cable to have a try. If other HDMI cable works, we would like to send a new
HDMI cable to you.
2. If other HDMI cable can not work, please try to use USB to play picture to see if it works. If not, please take
a picture of LOT number under the projector so that we can record it.

Lens Broken:
please do us a little favor to take a picture of your LOT number under the projector so that I can record it in my
document. We would like to recall it and resend a new one to you.

Black spot:
please help us confirm the following information:

1. Please tell us the distance between projector and projection screen.
2. Please help us confirm if there is anything covering the fan.If yes, please move it to see if the black spot
disappear.
3. Please turn off the projector and wait 3 hours then tuning on the projector to see if the black spot still here.
If above three methods can not get the black spot disappear, please take a picture of Lot number under the
projector and tell us your Amazon order number.

Keystone stuck
Please kindly try to use strength to adjust the projector lens and then adjust the keystone to see if it works. If
not, please do us a little favor to take a picture of the projection screen and LOT number under the projector so
that we can record it in our document.

Fan not working
please do us a little favor to take a picture of your LOT number under the projector so that we can record it in
my document. We would like to recall it and resend a new one to you.

Changing another HDMI cable can not still get the sound work.
To solve your problem effectively, please help to confirm the information:
1. Please try to use the same HDMI cable to connect your other device to see if it works.
2. Please try to use USB to connect our projector to check if our projector can work properly.
If not, please take a picture of Lot number under the projector. Once we confirm the above information, we will
take prompt actions to help.

Projector shuts off after few seconds minutes
To solve your problem effectively, please do us a little favor to check if the light changes from red to green
when you insert the power cable. If yes, please kindly check if it works properly. If not, please do us a little
favor to take a picture of LOT number under the projector so that we can record in our document.

If you met any further questions, please always contact us freely at

DRJprofessional@163.com

